
 
 

What this research is about 

Gambling is a popular activity in many countries. 
Many people have gambled at some point in their 
lives. Gambling is a public health concern because it is 
easy for people to access and can cause gambling 
problems. Some people may develop problem 
gambling (PG). PG is repetitive gambling behaviour 
that leads to negative consequences. Evidence 
suggests that up to 1 in every 15 people across the 
world suffer from PG in their lifetime. 

Individual, environmental, and gambling 
characteristics may affect how likely someone is to 
develop PG. Individual characteristics are personal 
traits, such as gender. Environmental characteristics 
include the social contexts people are exposed to, 
such as the amount of social support they receive. 
Gambling characteristics include people’s gambling 
history and behaviours, such as the age they started 
gambling, the type of gambling games they play, and 
how often they gamble. Few studies investigate how 
gambling characteristics impact the course of PG 
development. In this study, the researchers identified 
specific types of gamblers based on their gambling 
characteristics. 

What the researchers did 

The researchers analyzed data from the JEU cohort 
study. The JEU cohort study is a 5-year study in France 
investigating the characteristics that increase or 
reduce the risk of PG. The JEU cohort study recruited 
both people with and without PG. The researchers 
analyzed baseline data collected during the first year. 

Participants included 256 people without PG, 169 
people with PG but not in treatment, and 203 people 
with PG who were in treatment. They had all gambled 

at least once in the previous year and were between 
18 and 65 years old. Participants completed a clinical 
interview with a trained researcher or psychologist.  

The researchers used the 10 criteria from the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
4th Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV TR) to assess 
participants for pathological gambling. They 
developed a questionnaire to ask participants about 
their history of gambling, what types of games they 
liked to play, and how often they gambled. They used 
the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview to 
assess whether participants had mood and anxiety 
disorders, psychotic syndrome, and substance use 
problems. The Wender Utah Rating Scale – Child 
questionnaire determined if participants had ADHD as 
children. The Temperament and Character Inventory 
assessed participants’ personality traits.  

 

 

What you need to know 

In this study, the researchers identified specific 
types of gamblers based on their gambling 
characteristics. The researchers analyzed baseline 
data from the French JEU cohort study. 
Participants were 256 people without problem 
gambling (PG), 169 people with PG but not in 
treatment, and 203 people with PG who were in 
treatment. The researchers identified three 
distinct types of gamblers who had very different 
gambling characteristics and course of PG 
development. This research could be used to 
inform PG screening and prevention programs. 

 

Three types of gamblers identified 
based on their gambling characteristics 
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What the researchers found 

The researchers identified three types of gamblers 
based on their gambling characteristics: 1) Early Onset 
and Short Course (EOSC) gamblers; 2) Early Onset and 
Long Course (EOLC) gamblers; and 3) Late Onset and 
Short Course (LOSC) gamblers.  

EOSC gamblers were mostly young men who started 
gambling before they turned 18. Compared to the 
other two groups, EOSC gamblers developed PG at a 
younger age. On average, EOSC gamblers developed 
PG after 10 years of gambling. This group had the 
highest proportion of gamblers who had PG and were 
in treatment. Many EOSC gamblers suffered from 
mood disorders, alcohol and drug addictions. Most of 
the EOSC gamblers preferred playing games that 
required skill. One in five preferred gambling online.  

EOLC gamblers were mostly older men who had been 
gambling longer than the other two groups. On 
average, they started gambling at around age 18 and 
developed PG after 23 years of gambling. While many 
lived with a partner, this group reported the lowest 
family support for their gambling problems. EOLC 
gamblers had the highest number of suicide attempts. 
This group had the highest proportion of gamblers 
who had PG and were not in treatment. They 
preferred playing games that required some skill.  

LOSC gamblers were mostly older women who started 
gambling later in life but developed PG at a faster 
pace. On average, they developed PG after nine years 
of gambling. Compared to the other two groups, LOSC 
gamblers were more likely to have mood disorders 
and depression. They also had a higher risk of suicide. 
They were least likely to have alcohol or drug 
addictions. LOSC gamblers preferred playing games of 
chance such as slot machines.  

How you can use this research 

Treatment service providers can use this research to 
help them identify specific types of gamblers based on 
their gambling characteristics. Prevention service 
providers can design PG prevention programs for each 
of the three types of gamblers. They can also create 
early prevention programs for adolescents.  
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About Gambling Research Exchange (GREO) 

Gambling Research Exchange (GREO) has partnered 
with the Knowledge Mobilization Unit at York 
University to produce Research Snapshots. GREO is an 
independent knowledge translation and exchange 
organization that aims to eliminate harm from 
gambling. Our goal is to support evidence-informed 
decision making in safer gambling policies, standards, 
and practices. The work we do is intended for 
researchers, policy makers, gambling regulators and 
operators, and treatment and prevention service 
providers. Learn more about GREO by visiting greo.ca 
or emailing info@greo.ca.  
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